
 
 

 
   

 
 

User Manual 
Trident 80B 500 Series Equalizer 
Software Plug-in for VST, AU, and AAX Formats, Macintosh and PC Platforms 
 
 
 
Thank you for purchasing the “Vintage Series” Trident 80B Equalizer Software Plug-in from Silo 
SoundLabs. The Trident 80B Equalizer plug-in is a software model of the classic Trident 80B EQ, 
recreated in a 500 Series lunchbox style. Silo software plug-ins install easily and perform 
flawlessly with any digital audio workstation (DAW) application on a Mac or PC computer in one 
of the following formats: VST3, AAX, AU (Mac only).  
 
Mac and PC versions are downloaded separately. All plug-in formats are installed and available 
for each installed version. Each download may be installed as a 14-day trial prior to purchasing 
and activating a license. An activated license will run a specific plug-in on either a Mac or PC. 
 
The Vintage Series of audio plug-ins from Silo Sound Labs captures the warmth, the punch, and 
the unmatchable presence of classic analog gear and accurately recreates it in the digital 
domain. The distinctive and remarkable 80B sound has never before been captured as 
accurately or as faithfully as it has in this Silo plug-in.   
 
Silo SoundLabs’ ground-breaking modeling methodology – SiloDNA* is the DSP engine for the 
most efficient, low CPU-overhead plug-ins available. Welcome to the New Plug-n Paradigm! 
 
 
* patent pending 
 
 

Theory of Operation 
Software plug-ins for digital audio workstation (DAW) applications offer incredible versatility for 
the digital audio production studio. Collectors of high-end and vintage analog gear are eventually 
limited by cost and physical rack space. As the technology of software modeling of analog 
devices develops and software plug-ins proliferate, the depth and breadth of software products 
reaches a staggering crescendo. 
 



Software plug-ins do have their limits, however, in the form of CPU cycles. Software plug-ins 
can be very “processor intensive,” which ultimately means that your computer + DAW software 
+ plug-ins can eventually drag down your computer to the point that it will no longer run your 
audio track playback. Your software plug-ins wind up on the chopping block, which means that 
you have to freeze or print the track with the processing in order to eliminate the plug-in and free 
up CPU cycles. This causes a serious break in workflow, forcing you to make commitments 
during a mixing or recording process that should remain fluid at all times.  
 
The days of having to print or freeze a plug-in to free up precious CPU cycles are over. Silo 
SoundLabs’ SiloDNA* is the DSP engine this and every Silo plug-in, resulting in the most efficient, 
low CPU-overhead plug-ins available. Multiple instances of any Silo plug-in may be run at any 
time, far more than conventional plug-ins. Check www.silosoundlabs.com for more information. 
 
 
 

About the Silo VINTAGE SERIES 
The Vintage Series of audio plug-ins from Silo Sound Labs captures the warmth, the punch, and 
the unmatchable presence of classic analog gear and accurately recreates it in the digital 
domain. These iconic brands and classic devices form the unshakeable foundation of recorded 
music.  Start building your library of vintage plug-ins from Silo Sound Labs and make them the 
foundation of your music history. 
 
 
 

Plug-in Features and Controls 
 
 



 
 
 

1. LOW Shelving Filter Boost/Cut – a rotary knob sets the LOW Shelving Filter gain within the 
range of +15 dB to -15 dB. Click the knob and drag up to increase gain (boost), and drag 
down to decrease gain (cut). 
 

2. 60Hz/120Hz LOW Shelving Filter Corner Frequency Selector – set to the IN/Unlit position 
(default), the corner frequency of the LOW Shelving Filter is set to 60 Hz. In the OUT/Lit 
position, the corner frequency is set to 120 Hz. A click action toggles these settings. 

 
3. LOW MID Parametric EQ (Fixed Q) Boost/Cut – a rotary knob sets the LOW MID 

Parametric EQ gain within the range of +15 dB to -15 dB. Click the knob and drag up to 
increase gain (boost), and drag down to decrease gain (cut). 

 
4. LOW MID Parametric EQ Frequency Selector – a rotary knob sets the LOW MID Parametric 

EQ Frequency within the range of 100 Hz to 1500 Hz. Click the knob and drag up to 
increase the frequency, and drag down to decrease. 

 
5. HIGH MID Parametric EQ (Fixed Q) Boost/Cut – a rotary knob sets the HIGH MID 

Parametric EQ gain within the range of +15 dB to -15 dB. Click the knob and drag up to 
increase gain (boost), and drag down to decrease gain (cut). 

 
6. HIGH MID Parametric EQ Frequency Selector – a rotary knob sets the HIGH MID 

Parametric EQ Frequency within the range of 1 kHz to 15 kHz. Click the knob and drag up 
to increase the frequency, and drag down to decrease. 

 



7. HIGH Shelving Filter Boost/Cut – a rotary knob sets the HIGH Shelving Filter gain within 
the range of +15 dB to -15 dB. Click the knob and drag up to increase gain (boost), and 
drag down to decrease gain (cut). 

 
8. 8kHz/12kHz HIGH Shelving Filter Corner Frequency Selector – set to the IN/Unlit position 

(default), the corner frequency of the HIGH Shelving Filter is set to 8 kHz. In the OUT/Lit 
position, the corner frequency is set to 12 kHz. A click action toggles these settings. 

 
9. HPF 50Hz In/Out Selector – a 50 Hz High Pass Filter (HPF) may be engaged by clicking this 

control. The default setting is OFF/Unlit, while a click action toggles this control on/off. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Equalizers and Filters 
 
Parametric Equalizer 
A parametric equalizer (EQ) provides boost/cut amplitude control at a selectable center 
frequency, which is either “sweepable,” or continuously variable (within a range), or selectable in 
discrete values. A “fully parametric” equalizer includes control of the bandwidth that is affected 
at the center frequency, usually expressed as a “Q” value (frequency divided by bandwidth). 
Semi-parametric equalizers do not include the bandwidth parameter, while quasi-parametric 
equalizers may have a selectable Q value, such as “wide” and “narrow” selections. 
 

Examples of Use 
Parametric EQs offer exceptional versatility in shaping a sound. With multiple instruments in 
a mix, for example, certain frequencies can “gang up” to make a mix sound muddy, or shrill 
in the high end. Parametric EQ can target those frequencies across a selected bandwidth 
and attenuate them to make conflicting instruments ‘sit together in the mix.’ Alternatively, 
boosting a range of frequencies can make a guitar “cut” through a mix, or give a vocal the 
presence required to ‘sit on top of the mix,’ where a lead vocal needs to be. 

 
HPF/LPF 
A high-pass filter (HPF) allows signal to pass above a cutoff, or corner frequency (non-zero), 
while attenuating signal below the corner frequency (which is a half-power, or “3 dB down” point) 
at a rate expressed in dB per octave, or “slope.” Slope is most often set in 6 dB increments, 
though there are exceptions, while both corner frequency and slope may either be fixed or 
selectable. A high-pass filter is sometimes referred to as a “low-cut” filter. 
 
A low-pass filter (LPF) allows signal to pass below a cutoff, or corner frequency, while attenuating 
signal above the corner frequency (which is a half-power, or “3 dB down” point) at a rate 
expressed in dB per octave, or “slope.” Slope is most often set in 6 dB increments, though there 
are exceptions, while both corner frequency and slope may either be fixed or selectable. A low-
pass filter is sometimes referred to as a “high-cut” filter. 

 
Examples of Use 
A low pass filter may be used as a "hiss filter" to remove high-frequency noise or unwanted 
content. A high-pass filter may be used as a "rumble filter" to eliminate infrasonic 
frequencies, wind noise, or vocal plosives. 

 
Shelving Filter 
A high shelving filter provides boost/cut amplitude control above a corner frequency (non-zero), 
ramping to the boost/cut level at a rate expressed in dB per octave, or “slope.” When the 
amplitude level is reached, all frequencies above that point receive equal gain, providing a flat 
end-band shape resembling a “shelf,” often referred to as a “shelving response.” Slope is most 
often set in 6 dB increments, while both corner frequency and slope may either be fixed or 
selectable. 
 
A low shelving filter provides boost/cut amplitude control below a corner frequency, ramping to 
the boost/cut level at a rate expressed in dB per octave, or “slope.” When the amplitude level is 



reached, all frequencies below that point receive equal gain. Slope is most often set in 6 dB 
increments, while both corner frequency and slope may either be fixed or selectable. 
 

Examples of Use 
Shelving filters can be used to reduce or increase signals uniformly above or below a set 
frequency. Shelving filters are used as common tone controls (bass and treble) found in 
consumer audio equipment and on guitar and bass amplifiers. In audio production, 
however, shelving filters can be used standalone or in conjunction with other filters and EQ 
to provide additional sound shaping options. 
 

 
 

Specifications 
 
 

Filter Frequency Gain/Control 
HPF ………………………………. 50 Hz In/Out 
Low Shelf ……………………… 60 Hz/120 Hz, selectable +/- 15 dB 
Low Mid ………………………. 100 Hz to 1500 Hz, sweepable +/- 15 dB 
High Mid ……………………… 1 kHz to 15 kHz, sweepable +/- 15 dB 
High Shelf …….………………. 8 kHz/12 kHz, selectable +/- 15 dB 

 
 


